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Introduction

When I see the amazing number of women who read articles of seduction (which are a common occurrence in women's magazines) and that, in the most patent possible way: I have the impression that it is a shameful subject ... ONLY for men. Nevertheless, you would be surprised by certain reactions, because even if I do not mention it out loud, I don't hide to my friends or my family that I am a member of the international community of seduction. Apart from stupid reactions (strangely from people who are bad with women and from frustrated girls who laughed silly to try to put me in my place), most of people are interested in the demystification of love (reflection already started by Denis de Rougemont in *Love in the Western World*).

Describing the magic moment when a guy and a girl meet, learning how to manage a relation, knowing what to do if we have a crash on someone already in a relationship, or, how we can seduce this person who seems inaccessible to us, and thus how to become happy and spread... These are subjects about which everybody wants to speak. For example: a friend devoured tens of articles on my blog after I just showed her one, another one after having seen a link on my Facebook wall was pleasantly surprised by the relevance of the approached subjects and the quality with which they were addressed. I discussed several times about gender relations with random strangers ... Morality: the seduction has never been as useful for me as since I talk about it. The girls are fascinated by this kind of subjects, it is well known, and the guys who have the maturity to admit it, are often also. Because yeah, rare are the ones who really naturally know everything.

For the idiots who would like to make fun of you because you read articles of personal development, pff... It also happened to me, but there are worse roadblocks; and honestly this is not too difficult to push them away from the way which separates us from a girl. It is not *Barbara Gould* men like us who will let such childishness annoy us! Remember that those who criticize are in fact often jealous persons uncomfortable in their own skin who echo their hatred on people who want to succeed because they did not have themselves the courage to try. They think things are what they are and nothing can change a loser.

Isn't seduction an universal subject? And especially, isn't sexuality THE source of so many psychic troubles because most of people were not informed enough in their youth? It is not a subject of mockery: you are reading a manual of seduction, and...? If understanding the other sex was taught at school, people would probably be happier during all their life. Indeed, like every knowledge, some acquired it during the childhood or in the adolescence, the last during the adulthood whereas the others will never have it, it's so sad for them!

There is an intelligent and pleasant way to pick up women, it would be a shame not to make use of this opportunity! I'm talking about a playful seduction, based on the human, which makes people enjoy interactions with the opposite sex. It is the seduction that I like, the pickup of pleasure. No headache, no A3-S2 or something as in the *Mystery Method*. In brief, I will always be for the school of the simplicity, because it is in my opinion the only way to
really enjoy the seduction as a game. In contrast, the current tendency is excessively simplistic but whatever! What it is really necessary to avoid, it's becoming the bumpkin of 30 years old who wears *Harry Potter* t-shirts, who lives in the attic of his old dad but goes out 5 evenings a week thanks to his ACTIVE SOLIDARITY REVENUE to pick up chicks. Past forty or fifty, this guy would have no results anymore because his lifestyle is shit, and I am more or less sure that he would not have a real choice in his conquests because his lifestyle would not offer him a good enough panel of girls. If we denigrate too much the personal development to only dedicate to the pickup, we risk to become this guy. It was an extreme vision of a guy without any will of personal development, now here is the other extreme… Being an ace of the personal development and spend his life to read a lot of books or to think about very specialized subjects, and so never going out to meet women and get laid (because well, it is a little bit the purpose of the pickup) it's not safe either. So, let's going out, let's activate our *Mojo*, let's deactivate our neurons, let's wear our most beautiful socks and let's verify that we still have the lucky charm condom which is in our wallet since the « middle school years ».

To finish before getting to the heart of the subject, you have to know that it is recommended to sleep with at least two or three women before trying to go into a long term relationship. It is not necessarily to immortalize the model of the *Dom Juan* collector... it is especially because a lot of guys are in couple by default with the first girl who agrees to be with them. I saw it several times : the guy who arrives to almost nothing, and who at the first success, refuses to leave the girl and begins something that he undergoes more than he lives because the girl does not really correspond to him. Having several princesses to his credit allows to know what we look/do not look for in a girl, which character traits please us or feel reluctant at us, which personality would complete ours... In brief, you will have to choose with full knowledge of the facts and, fortunately, this ebook is going to help you there.

To conclude, trying to improve is an objective which I consider noble. According to me, the human being should be in perpetual research of evolution, at least until he reaches a stage of self-fulfillment which suits him. Indeed, how many men live unfortunate because they did not dare to change ? It is normal to wish to evolve if we consider that something goes wrong, or if we think that something could be better. Although you should not fall into the trap of « always more until the infinity » : recognizing and accepting our weaknesses with the aim of filling them is a brave venture which, with common sense and motivation, inevitably leads to happiness. Then to face some criticisms which were finally only concealed attacks, I will say that we are not geeks disconnected from the reality. The members of the community of the seduction are normal guys, ordinary women, except that they dared. You too, make the move, unless you already did it.

Let's work (those who refuse to study or to question themselves on certain points will not have the right to complain if they do not satisfy their sexual appetite) !
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THE GOOD MINDSET

TO FEEL COMFORTABLE IN YOUR OWN SKIN

AND

TO AVOID GETTING WORKED UP ABOUT LOVE
The reason why humanity is divided in two sexes (men and women) is in order to be able to combine our genetic materials (genetic mixing) and facilitate the evolution of the species.

**Women are men (and vice versa)**

Women love sex, almost as we do. They want that we take our pants off and to take as quickly as possible our sex in their mouth.

Men and women can feel the same kind of sexual pleasure. It is even possible that women can have more pleasure than us during the act: they have more nerve endings, can enjoy several orgasms in a row, etc...

You can do this funny exercise: next time you will see an attractive pair of tits, note the pleasant sensation it gives you. Pay attention to the feeling in your body. Well, they feel the same thing when we excite them sexually. We are the same. QED.

**The biggest secret of the world**

Nevertheless, nobody will admit it, because of two reasons:
- The men need an illusion of purity (more details later) to feel loved;
- The women use their supposed purity to urge men to make a commitment.

The incredible thing it's that both sexes seem happy to live this lie.

But the truth is that women like being dominated in bed. Their feminine energy needs your male energy. They like the fact of making you ejaculate. They adore touching and licking our butts. Women are men. Women are like us. The sex and the dirty things, it really turns them on.

If you want to seduce women, you have to begin to see the world this way. Do a little bit like if you tried to pick up yourself.

It's funny to realize that the homosexuals are more honest and more direct than the heterosexuals … But, finally, as two guys gays: men and women only want to fuck.
I. Women love sex

Replace SHE by HE

Women, between them, speak in the same way than guys do : they discuss about who is a good lover, who they could bang, who is handsome, etc. In girl's language, all this is translated by « Which sex I would like to have in my vagina tonight? ».

On the other hand, they do not use the same words than us to communicate their desires. But do not let them mislead you with their cute voices, long hair and beautiful eyes encircled with black.

Women are as excited as we are by the sex : women are like men, at least on the sexual plan.

Women love pleasure

Instead of trying constantly to repeat that women like the sex, repeat simply « women, like men, love pleasure ». After all, it is a little that, the purpose of the life : avoiding pain and looking for pleasure. And isn't sex one of the most pleasant experiences of the world?

Replacing the word « sex » by the word « pleasure » facilitates the things, when it come to the understanding of the opposite sex. For example, « women like more the pleasure than men ». It is now ridiculous to listen a woman claiming that she does not like the pleasure. Honestly, women like men, go out in the evening to feel some pleasure.

The girls of the porn movies are not the only naughty girls

It's funny that we can admire, on thousands of porn sites, women doing every sorts of naughty things but that, in spite of that, men still believe that women are poor fragile unsuspicious girls who could be shocked by sex... Are the girls of the porn movies the only ones who love sex? No, they all like fucking ! It is the nature then let's not blame them … Moreover, the opposite would be a problem concerning the perpetuation of the species.

You refuse to face facts because that ruins your dream of being, one day, loved by a woman « very decent ». Because you need an illusion of purity to feel loved. But the truth is that girls love taking care of two guys at the same time. Either blow one while the other doggystyle her. You try to convince yourself that « bitches » are the ONLY girls who love this kind of sex, but you are totally wrong. If you think that, you are a stupid man or an hypocrite.

The women are too happy to be able to play this role because playing the frightened virgins allows them to satisfy their biological priorities (that is to say : finding a guy ready to make a commitment in order to have children before the hour of the menopause rang).

You want her purity ? Except that the only guy who will enjoy her exclusivity in peace will be the one who will marry her and will make her faithful. Except that, women do what they want of their body, then stop pissing off your girlfriend with her past adventures !!!
It's just an exciting body

A girl is just a human being, and to be ceaselessly treated like a fragile princess can be very frustrating. I think moreover that the most beautiful women are not the one who are best fucked. They impress too much men so that they can be good in bed...

Think : even if the body of a woman makes us a lot of effect, it is just a body. We are turned on by legs, breast, pubis … By a ass which you would not know how to distinguish from the one of a man if I had shown it to you in close-up. I do not try to kill your libido, but I think that even if the girl is really really hot, it is just her feminine attributes which excite us : She pisses, shaves, transpires and sometimes stinks, just like a man … Nevertheless, with the women, it is the frenzy « Fuck me like the bitch that I am but also offer me flowers because I am very cute and because I have beautiful eyes which look like fucking diamonds. »

Don't make a mistake

Certain singers (like for example Grégoire) sing stupid love songs to dull the mass then are doubtless going to participate to big Parisian orgies. Pff.

I think that rap is the most realistic kind of music, I mean when it is about sex. Listen to Orelsan or Seth Gueko, they will probably fix you. Such an electric shock !

When you will FINALLY look at men and women in the same way, you will have understood everything to sex. I don't say that you have to become bisexual : I'm just saying that when you fuck a girl, the truth is that, she fucks you too. She uses you the same way you're using her. Then, why do you want to go without ? It's a win-win scenario.

If my words shock you or whatever, know that I am not specially a sucker, it's rather that YOU are too much moralistic, than YOU have no critical mind and that YOU live completely away from the reality. Indeed, when honest women complain to me that men are liers, manipulators and perverts, I answer : « you, women, are worse than us ». They always agree.
The truth is disconcerting of simplicity

All the women are obsessed by the phallus in a way or another: the young, the old, those who have a boyfriend, those who take an unsuspicious air, the fat, the anorexics, the virgins… and even YOUR girlfriend!

The thing it is that the society works 24 hours a day and 7j / 7 to persuade us of the contrary. This is why, every time a man meets a woman, he wants to make sure that it is the truth. For example: in bed, when she sucks him or when he takes her doggystyle: « You love my cock, right ?
- Yes I do.
- Say it !
- Oh yeah, I love your cock !
- Say it louder !!!
- I LOVE YOUR COCK !!!!! Ahhhhhhhhh ! »

Hearing these magic words is really very exciting for us, men, because the society (with the maybe involuntary complicity of the women) tries to convince us of the contrary. Like if sex was bearable only in a relation of couple. As a result, when a woman proves you her passion for your penis while you know her only for 4 hours, it is so good! It is really fun !!!

Think again about this girl whose you took the number, yesterday evening, in a bar. Imagine her, roaring that she likes the cock, because it is the truth. Your social conditioning can try to make you believe that she must be invited several times to the restaurant before she likes your cock. But it is not true: even a busy, put under stress woman or who has to take care of her little sick cat, likes cock. They like it. Every women. Even if they claim the opposite.

« Are my faiths and my thoughts mine
Or I remain influenced by 2000 years of Christian educational ?
Too much ego to believe that the Earth turns without my presence
But I remember that I do not remember before my birth » Orelsan

We can now say that we are a secret society because we know that women love cock.
Welcome to the club !

If a girl feels that you don't know, or that you think naively that only certain categories of women (bitches, easy girls) love sex: you will be tidied up in the category of « potential boyfriends ». You know, those they make wait a long time (weeks or months) before sucking them with passion. However, when you will give her that look which means « Stop playing this lousy role. I know that like you cock. I know that you want to fuck. I do not judge you, I even think this is a good thing. It is Nature » Then, her tests will be divested of sense.
As a result, why deciding to fix a date next week? Consciously or unconsciously, they want your cock RIGHT NOW. All these conventions, it's a fucking waste of time… Please, have the honesty to admit it.

Go to eat with her if you are hungry but understand that there is no shame if two adults (who like each other) fuck on the first date withtout doing all this big joke (several dates, going to the restaurant, etc.)

« I want that we learn to know better each other before going to your place.
- You think that you will know me better before or after a good doggystyle and two orgasms? »

Women UNCONDITIONALLY like cock

You have to keep in mind that women like cock. Repeat it when you wake up in the morning.

It's important to maintain this faith because you are constantly bombarded with subliminal messages, with ads, in brief with all this propaganda which tries to hide the truth. Truth which holds nevertheless in three little words : « women love cocks ».

So, next time you will fuck a girl and will ask her « do you like jumping on my dick? » You will already know her answer.

The sex, it is so beautiful

Nobody can resist the desire of smiling when he sees a beautiful baby. Yeah, it's cute, a baby…

We would all love believing that a child is conceived during a romantic candlelit dinner. Yet, the truth is probably that the woman forgot her pill/a condom cracked and that it's a quicky in an elevator or a doggystyle on a balcony which brought into the world this cute creature.

If you are full of prejudice against the dirty sex, remember: sex is beautiful, sex is pleasure, sex is life! Those who go without this pleasure on behalf of I-don't-know-which principles miss one of the best things that life has to offer!
Any interaction between two opposite-sex people is necessarily sexual

« If their heart is free, then their body is to be taken and it seems to me that I don't have the right to miss this chance. » The man who loved women

They want our cocks

You have to realize that the interest a woman has to a man (and vice versa) is always, somehow, of sexual order. This punchline seems to me slightly too wise then I am going to repeat: « Be conscious that they want to suck our dicks ».

Having understood it will sexualize, automatically, any interaction. It is logical but if a girl smiles to you and flirts sincerely with you, it's because a part of her wants to sleep with you. If she turns around you, it's because she wants you to take her doggystyle, pull her hair and slap her ass. Both sexes incur naturally, like magnets.

When I heard a woman saying « Ryan Gosling is handsome » I know that it means « I want to lick his awesome balls ». And when a singer roars « I'm waiting for love » I translate « I want you to come destroying me doggy-style and do not forget my spanking please, it is so good to be submitted, to go crazy, to be who I want during a short time with you! ».

In other words, any sign of interest is a potential ticket for a blowjob and a doggystyle.

In spite of all the sales pitch some men use with the girls they want to seduce, in spite of all the forms they try to put in it to look like « a good guy », the time they can spend lying on their income to try to establish a spiritual connection… everything will inevitably finish with a cock in a mouth. Is it finally necessary to complicate things so much ? Is it necessary to be so dishonest with the other sex? No, you have to respect them (that also passes by the fact of being polished when you speak to them).

Do not underestimate

Do not underestimate your sexual potential. If you think that it is possible that the interest which a woman has for you is everything but sexual, then you are underestimating. As a man, you naturally excite women.

I would go even farther by saying that if you do not envisage her interest in a sexual way, then you offend her. You are a tactless loser. It's like if you were telling her, eyes in the eyes, that she is not a sexual being and that she does not deserve pleasure… Who is not entitled to a good orgasm, seriously? If you think like that, it is because you really understand nothing in the fair sex.
You cannot control your pleasure, it is chemical

You feel some pleasure when you lick some beautiful tits, right? Well, it is the same kind of pleasure (chemical origin) that women feel when they give you a blowjob or a handjob. It is an open secret that women adore touching cocks.

Finally, for men like for women, seduction is just a question of carnal pleasure.
The illusion of the feminine purity: malaise and guilt

« I like seeing love in the eyes of a girl
Before my sperm cells try to fertilize her pupil » Orelsan

The hatred and the desire

By way of preliminary, I want to tell you a short history: One of the girls with whom I went out had gone to have fun in a club, without me, obviously. Suddenly, I received the late phone call of one of her friends who advised me to come ASAP to [the club]. Clearly, my friend was completely on another guy and her buddy was afraid that she messes around.

« I don't care, I'm watching the match and have a drink with Hafid ». She had to come spending the evening with us but preferred going out with her friends, and did not even make a phone call to warn me that she had changed her plans at the last moment. I was really fed up with her attitude then I intended in any case for a while to break up with her.

Well. She finally came over at 4am (she had been rejected by the guy in question or still had his sperm in her vagina and in her stomach ... In any case, it's the reflection I made at the moment). I thus planned to kick her out of my home manu militari.

But once her flat stomach, her very nice butt and her little magnificent tits crossed the threshold of my apartment, I was excited as a bull. Furthermore, this naughty girls had certainly just get banged by another guy bigger, more beautiful and stronger than me. That drove crazy so I wildly took her all night long. I was really hard... and it was so good, for her AND for me !!! She didn't want to leave me anymore after that.

Let's talk about emotions

Just after this session of hardcore sex, I felt this mixture of malaise and guilt. I do not really know how to describe it with more details. In brief, I did not grant it more importance than that at the moment and slept of the sleep of the just man but this adventure changed me: I had just lost my illusion of purity. I'm going to explain what it is exactly...

When you were younger, you doubtless fantasized over things which seemed a little bit crazy to you. Maybe that it still happens sometimes… You were hard in front of your computer, watching a young Asian with innocent looks be taken violently by three jerks. They gave her a hard time: submitted her, treated her like a slut and ejaculated in her mouth. You imagined participating to this orgy but when you just finished your movie, strange feelings invaded you: malaise and guilt.
The explanation

You felt UNCOMFORTABLE because you think that this « dirty » attitude decreases the woman, and thus reduces your chances to be sincerely loved one day by a « good » girl. And you felt GUILTY because you really LOVED that.

The only thing which expires, it is your illusion of the feminine purity

Every porn video a little bit trash that you watch, in which girls bang a guy in duet then finish with liters of sperm on the breasts, reduce your illusion of the feminine purity, NOT THE WOMAN HERSELF.

In your opinion, if a girl get a facial, then she is out-of-date ? Guys, realize that she liked that, she is not soiled and you are the only one who is disturbed. If a video of her sucking a cock at the high school circulates on the web, then we cannot envisage anymore a serious relation with her? Pff. The only thing which expires it is your illusion of the purity, which (like any illusion) is not real. Such a mindset is your problem, not the problem of the women who have fun.

I am going to make an a little bit far-fetched comparison but I adore pulling the hair of the girls during doggy-style : if we exploded a tube of toothpaste on your face, would you feel raped ? Of course not. If a woman fountain ejaculated on me, would the following one think that I am out-of-date and would refuse to touch me? It's stupid. Women don't care about purity, they are over that : we are the only ones whom it bothers to know that a girl did not fuck only with us.

Then, they claim to be innocent and unsuspicious, just to please us. It is the big hypocrisy between men and women.

Deal with your feelings

There is no reason to feel a MALAISE. The feminine purity is just an illusion (a fantasy for some) but has never existed. No matter all the dirty things a woman did, does or will do … It is in her nature and it doesn't strip out her value (her beauty, her enthusiasm, her energy …)

There is no reason, either, to feel GUILTY of loving something they also love. Instead, we should unite our strengths to enjoy life together !
Men fantasize over the purity

« I am going to make you live a real fairy tale,
Do the dishes, go shopping, cook,
Make love to me with sensual delight » Seth Gueko

Fantasizing the purity of love

The male point of view (erroneous and stupid) is the following one: « She only sleeps with me: it means that she loves me. »

Why most of guys stay in an exclusive relation when they are bored and when sex is not even good ? Suckers' answer : « Because she is a good girl and everything <3 ». Well, stop. This is a bluff, guys. You are bored and have not the relation you wish, that's the only thing there is to understand. If you stay, it is by ease. Besides, you vainly let her hope. You do not deserve to be respected, neither by her nor by me.

Why do they stay ?

They stay because they are afraid of never being really loved. I also think that, in spite of their boredom, these guys appreciate in secret the profit of an exclusive relation: « She sleeps only with me, that means that she loves me, I am loved, yippee, I can rest on my laurels. »

The girls who assume their naughty side are dangerous

Other (lousy) male point of view : « If my friend likes dirty sex, that means that she can easily sleep with someone else when I am not here to defend my position. And if she sleeps with another one it means that she does not love me. » Ridiculous ! We now understand why « bad girls » who assume loving sex scare all those men who consider that sex and love are strongly correlated.

The defenders of the purity

Will you really prevent AT ALL COSTS your friend of sleeping with somebody else IN THE ONLY PURPOSE of feeling loved ?

Are you afraid of leaving one month for holidays with your buddies and leave her alone? Would you forgive her if she was going to have fun in Vegas with her friends? In other words, would you exchange your freedom for her purity ?

The (inconvenient) truth it's that nobody will ever love you unconditionally, except your mother (maybe). Nobody else than you can really love you. Women only like the sensation your hormones give them. It is a chemical pleasure. Everything happens inside their body. You're not Superman… I do not say that everybody is exchangeable, I do not say that everybody can go with everybody. I just say that there is more than only ONE girl who can make you happy in life.
When the feeling of sexual attraction between you and her will disappear (sooner or later), she will look for a new guy who will give it to her again. The sexual attraction is a selfish bitch who do not care if you planned to move together, etc.

On the other hand, I know a lot of guys who have absolutely no problem going out with several women at the same time. They sleep very well at night. I would even bet that they feel more loved than the average.

What's their secret?

Their secret is: they don't care if their girls sleep with other men: they do not consider it as the proof that they does not like them.

They know that she will never love them anyway. Because the relation is built on the sexual attraction, she will never like them in the way we all want to be loved: unconditionally.

Unconditional love, we can only find it in family (and still...)

You are finally ready to stop associating the purity of a woman with the fact of being loved? If yes, what are you waiting for? Purity is just a fantasy... She slept with someone else? It doesn't matter: washed well, it serves again. Set yourself free, love each other and have fun!

You will always have your freedom

The purity is a little bit the joker of the women. They are too happy to sell it to you, but you will have to buy it... and it is very expansive. Whether it is with your freedom, your money, your time or by supporting dramas, children who do not belong to you, etc.

We already said that: men are programmed to feel aversion when a woman whom they appreciate fucks with another man. They find too difficult to accept their affection after that. Maybe it is a natural defense which avoids us raising the child of another one. Not important since the condom exists. If you are not capable of overcoming these naughty feelings, you will never be free FOR GOOD... You should never wait for the purity of a woman.

Men generally have sex with a woman « because she is hot ». Women sleep with guys for any sorts of reasons (the status of a man can justify that a woman sleeps with him without making him wait, without social pressure, because he is like a trophy): he was on television, he is a barman, he has beautiful shoes, he has a lot of money, to take revenge on her ex, because she feels alone, because he made for her feel pity (yeah yeah, it can work), etc.

When men realize that women are very far from what they imagined (their fantasy of purity and feminine affection coming from a pure source): The only way they have to rationalize the thing is claiming that the girls in question are particular (sluts, star-fuckers, bitches, etc.) and by pointing them because, supposedly, they would be different from others, different from the « good girls ». But, in reality, it is not true.

Every naughty girl is potentially a « good girl ». Every « good girl » is potentially a naughty girl. Well, this is life...
It is difficult for women to assume that they love fucking.

Girls have to learn how to have fun with impunity, guys have to learn how accept it and to take advantage of it!
At the beginning

Casual sex is often quality sex but women (even quality women) will catch you, eventually, with their affection. The affection is the most powerful drug of the world, even more addicting than the sex.

We can satisfy our needs of sex in numerous ways : porn, sexfriends, one night stand… But we cannot always have some affection from a nice girl, clean, who likes giving... and nevertheless, they are the best !

Mister Hedonistic

As « Mister Hedonistic » you make her understand that you do not want to see only ONE girl. That being faithful in love, it's not for you. At the beginning : « of course no problem ». But the time works in her favor and you become attached more and more to her. Having said that, you can slow down this process by deciding to do not see her more than once or twice a week.

Purity

 Doesn't matter the time you spend together, most of the women will finally try to urge you to make a commitment subtly by opting for the purity.

For example : « this guy at the bar stole my scarf and said that if I want to get it back I have to have a drink with him » or « if you do not want to be in a relationship with me, you know, I can have other men when I want ». And there, you dream up. Women know that the purity is our Achilles' heel. And they know that in order to be able to accept the feminine affection… most of the men, weak or conditioned by the society, need this feeling of purity.

The guys are afraid of losing her purity (that she sleeps with someone else) because then, they could not appreciate anymore her affection. The origin of the affection is thus essential for them, more than the girl herself because they would leave her if she cheated on them …

All this comes from the fact that these guys agree to go out that with ONLY ONE woman. Or, they are too much involved with a girl who does not really suit to them. Watch out : there is nothing bad to see frequently one single girl, the problem it is when you do it for bad reasons.

In other words : It is an issue if you make a commitment by fear that she sleeps with another one rather than because you really want to be with her.
Going out with several women

Us, the men who wish to be spread and to test several women before committing with the best, are inevitably going to strike us in the problem of the link purity/affection: « Oh my God, she is going to sleep with other guys on her side. »

It is not easy to swallow because that requires to overcome our own genetic programming. But you have to learn to accept the affection of a woman without worrying about her level of loyalty to you: do not let the sexual choices of a woman affect your capacity to appreciate her feminine energy and her spirit, etc. You will become a stronger, less manipulable man.

« They want the same thing than me : love. We all want love : physical love and sentimental love or the tenderness without interest of somebody who chose somebody else for life. »

The man who loved the women

We have only two needs in our love life: the sex and the affection. You can deny it as much as you want but it's true, this simplicity is disconcerting. Understand that the guys who make a commitment with one single woman have a lot of affection coming from a stable and pure source. And it's great! But they pay a high price for it…

The nights of solitude

For us, men who want to be spread and to make love a lot, the feminine affection will enter and will go out of our lives.

Sometimes, it will hurt. There will be periods you will fuck a lot, without affection. There will also be nights of solitude. But it's furthermore a reason to build a lifestyle which does not concern the women.

If you want some feminine affection in your life but if you continue to flirt with several women, you will always pay it through the problem of the link purity/affection.

Even the fathers have to manage this problem with their daughters. On a smaller scale, you can also face this problem with your mother, your sister, your daughter, your girlfriend. In brief, with all the women…
The attraction is universal

« Attraction isn't a choice » David De Angelo

The seduction is at the same time an issue of numbers and technique

I know that we all would like to believe that we can have any chick.

But the reality is : you cannot nor would want to live a love story with all the women of the world, even the most beautiful. 99 % of the girls have nothing special. If you think that you need a woman in particular it's like if you were in one itis. There is dozens of cute girls outside who look like her and have more pleasant personalities. More important, there is a girl somewhere who is her perfect double and who is interested in you. You just have to find her.

You, first, need a good fucking

When you had two or three nice stories with different women, you know what you look for and you know which kind of girl can or not give it to you. When you bang a girl of very good quality, you get promotion. Then, those who are not good enough for you are quickly ignored to release time for those you really like : You become more and more demanding. In the same logic, the time lost with bad sex is time which would have been better invested in good fucks.

The numbers

The « numbers » are part of the game. They allow to eliminate the cute girls who are not really interested, the ugly girls, the psychopaths and the silly bitches... to invest your time in the brilliant girls who are interested. In other words, finding good customers. It is thus necessary to be pragmatic and profitable. There are lots of girls who are not interest at all, or a little bit. Those who are not at all interested in you are great because they do not even want to talk to you and directly reject you with more or less of delicacy. But those with NOT MUCH interest are treacherous because they like you « just enough » to let you lose your time (in a conversation which will lead nowhere).

A technique

The « technical » part of the game is to make « a girl who has some interest » become « a girl VERY interested ». You will achieve this miracle thanks to the physical escalation (detailed below) and the obstinacy. Unfortunately, most of the guys do not accept the part of the game which consists in speaking with the maximum of cute girls in a minimum of time. Their ego does not support to feel rejected while they should understand that they are in fact testing those girls.

The power is in our hands because WE approach, not them.

Numbers = finding interest,
Capacity = converting this interest.
You have to understand that the personal development can increase the number of girls who will be interested in you, but it is another subject. I will probably write an entire book about the personal development to help you sublimating your potential.

« Paris has to be at first for you the consciousness of the number: 3 million inhabitants, more than the double with the visitors so every day in the street, 6 million human beings. By counting half of the women, supposing that there is just one on ten who is fuckable, let's say one on twenty, you till can potentially fuck 150 000 women… But you need to try to pick up. »

Confession of a PUA
The attraction is natural and automatic

« You know, what fascinates me, it is the unchanging side of the procedure ... At first the look and the voice, the touch, taking the wrist, the hand, the size, the nape of the neck and there, when it's done, the tongue...
When the tongue is inside, everything is unlocked. This is not rocket science ! » Confession of a PUA

You are not special

The sexual attraction is based on automatic answers and is natural. In other words, there is not a lot of things to do, the sexual tension is underlying in every interaction.

There is always tension between a man and a woman. And by definition, this tension is sexual. She is hidden at the bottom of us, ready to come to surface. If it was acceptable, I am sure that, all around the world, people would sleep together without caring about the next day (« carpe diem »). We all would have of multiple partners. This tension is so powerful that it sometimes urges perfect strangers to make love after ten minutes of superfluous conversation. The existence of this attraction explains that some men oblige their women to wear a burka. This is also why women know that it is « dangerous » for them to put themselves in a situation where they are alone with you.

All what men need to excite a woman is:
- Using an attractive eye contact;
- Getting really close to her;
- Touching her.

Penetrating look

Who is the man is not important. He can be you, or me, or even Brad Pitt. The only thing you need if you want to turn her on it's the confidence to maintain her eye contact. That's what is really attractive. Of course, if you are not very handsome, the woman can wonder what confers you such a boldness. But it does not necessarily mean that your penetrating look did not turned her on. She feels the butterflies at the bottom of her stomach. She is just testing you. « How do you dare trying to seduce me? We do not play in the same category, I am a hottie. » You lose if you let this kind of resistance intimidate you.

Get closer

Most of the time, the simple fact of moving closer to her, will automatically create attraction between both of you. Something happens with your internal chemistries (pheromones, energies or whatever) and you interact the one on the other at an unconscious level. There is nothing you can say or do which is more important than that. She is intuitively going to feel that you have a connection and that something special is happening between you. Of course, you will also feel something : The sexual tension in the air. Her smell. The way she looks at you. You will just want to take her, right now. Here. Hic et nunc.
Doesn't matter if you are a garbage man or the director of Carrefour, get closer. She can have the reflex to move back but it is because she smells some sexual tension and attraction for a guy who should not attract her. It scares her. The guys think that the girls who resist do not like them. So, they stop trying. It's a mistake.

I first noticed this phenomenon when I was hanging out with women who did not attract me sexually (not my type) but always eventually touched me at one time or another (elevator, car, luck) and I felt this power of the attraction acting on me. For a moment, I wanted to fuck them then I regained self-control (with that said, if they had opened my pants I would have been passive). We can't do anything about it.

**The touch**

Being touched or caressed is very pleasant. No matter who does it. Thus, touching a girl automatically creates attraction. Did a fat or ugly woman already give you a massage in the black, blindly? It is pleasant as well. You may not want to admit it but it is the truth. So, when you touch her, she automatically feels good. No matter who you are, she may not appreciate you but she will feel good.

**The bad news**

All this is Nature, biology, physics or whatever. You are not a God of the seduction because you had sex with two girls this week. Sometimes, I believed that I was too cool because when I got closer to a girl, she became nervous (in a good way) or because when I maintained her eye contact, she giggled while looking at me. I always thought that it was thanks to my talent, because I was A REAL SEDUCER.

But the truth is somewhere else. The truth is that the sexual tension was already present. This phenomenon occurs naturally between a man and a woman who get closer. It is the sexual opportunity which says that every person who is so close is there for a good reason. This magic feeling is the simple demonstration by which the nature makes you understand that something happens. It is an automatic answer. It's not you, it's not me, it's not her… We are not so special, we are just human beings. But if you put one second your ego aside, you go to get that it is in fact a really good news!
It's not you

If I had maintained her eye contact, had got closer to her and had caressed her: even your girlfriend would have felt a strong sexual connection with me. She may not admit it (it's another story) But that would not mean that it did not exist. And if we were only both of us, well, you know the continuation... Don't worry, she appreciates you as well. The thing it is that whoever can do the same thing. Even the worst loser, a lucky day.

You think that you are special because you excited this girl? Pff. This « magic connection» can arise between the same girl and any guy.

But few men will have the balls to maintain her eye contact, to get closer, to touch her … and everything very quickly. Most will wait for signs indicating that she is attracted before doing anything. The guys who are good with women are not so special, they simply act in a right way.

The tests

If you are neither big nor beautiful nor her type, you will be tested more than once. In fact, you will be tested more or less all the time until crossing the finishing line. When somebody tries to take out drawn paths and refuses to submit himself, he is mercilessly tested. The women are going to scan you, to move back, to talk to you badly, to treat you like a strange guy, a perverse or sometimes will make fun of you. But that does not mean that you don’t attract them when you do things correctly. You will undergo a great deal of social pressure, you probably will meet a lot of resistance, but the way you will react to it belongs only to you. However, if you sit down in a bar while waiting passively for signs of attraction before acting, you will wait for a while.

My dirty little secret

My naughty little secret, the one that we all know but that we don't want to admit, is that the sexual tension between both sexes is so powerful that if we were in Nature, free, and if we let us doing what we really want to do, then everybody would fuck with almost everybody. A big orgy. A daily orgy. But it can't be… How could men feel loved in this case? How could women put forward their purity to get married ? This tension drives us all crazy even if the society tries to hide it to us or at least to limit the effects... That is why men invented the religions, the clothes, the non-mixed schools and everything. To protect themselves … Every sex has some power on the other one. Men and women thus interact at a distance reasonable, do not admire too long and keep their hands in their pockets.
Well… Most of the things about which I just spoke to you are some intellectual masturbation. Let's just remember that there is nothing special to say or to do. The sexual tension exists naturally between a man and a woman. It's already here. Most of the time, attracting women thus amounts not to break this tension. Laughing, speaking, reacting, looking somewhere else, making facial expressions of plea, are so many things which can break the tension. Concretely, if there was only a single thing to do, it would simply be to get closer and to take her hand.

Getting closer, it's testing her

Getting closer, it's also judging her. If I get closer to her and if I feel nothing, neither the desire to take her hand, nor the desire to smell her hair nor the desire to kiss her neck… Then we do not have enough sexual complicity (and will probably never have it). This is why it is necessary to save time, to get closer and to quickly see if she is going to be a good deal or not. If it does not work with her, too bad, you should not get discouraged and go to the following one.

Her resistance

I don't care if she resists verbally, you just have to get closer to her to know the truth. She may even not have realized the bestial connection which exists between you. You were not close to her enough yet so that she feels it, that's it. Moreover, if yourself, you cannot feel it neither, it's not good. Are you compatible? Is there a sexual connection between you? God is the only one who knows, but the answer is more often positive than negative. Getting closer to her is the real test of her level of interest. Every time you get a verbal resistance like « You are drinking a gay's beer like a pussy »… Say nothing and get insidiously closer to her. When you will be closed enough, she will not resist anymore the sexual tension which exists between you. And not, that does not make of you someone special.

« If I do not kiss you right now, it will drive me totally crazy. » Spread
She doesn't need to appreciate you to be attracted

“
No woman gets up in the morning, saying to herself : pity, I hope that I am not going to be bewitched today.
" Hitch

I don't need to be good with women

“ At the beginning, they do not like me. My approach is not terrible, my eye contact is strange. They move back when I approach them. When I take their hands, they sometimes make a weird head. They turn the head when I try to kiss them. They tell to their friends that I am a weirdo. » But in spite of that, I eventually sleep with most of them.

I don't want to be good with women

I very slightly exaggerated, but it was in order that you understand my mindset. I do not try to be good with women. I want, in a sense, to be bad. I do not want to be really loved. I do not want to be a seducer who never makes any mistake. Thinking that we are good with women puts us under too much pressure (we have to prove things) so I SAY THAT IT DOESN'T WORTH IT.

The secret

Here is the biggest secret of the community of the seduction. Understanding this simple truth can radically change your dating and sexual life : « They do not need to appreciate you to sleep with you. »

Girls bang all the time guys whom they do not find handsome. Who are those men ? Guys who tactilely took initiatives, who did not give importance to her resistance and who persevered. Guys who proposed her sex deprived of any guilt, realizing their fantasies. Their physical escalation, their perseverance and their aggressiveness allowed them to overcome her blockings : She will can say that it was their fault.

Sleeping with dozens of women does not mean that women love you. It is the good AND the bad news.

Puritan Whore

Thorny and paradoxical problem of the « puritan whore » is still titillating you.

You like believing that women sleep only with guys they love, or at least that they like or appreciate. You do not want to open your eyes on the fact that it is very easy for them to bang any guy, accurately chosen randomly. We are not equal on this point: men propose, women arrange. You do not want to imagine that your friend has already fucked with strangers after 15 minutes of conversation ? In the toilets of a club, moreover… And worse, with somebody whom she appreciated not that much.
« I thought that if a woman slept with me it meant that she liked me. » Another recollection of the fantasy of purity. It is not to depress you or whatever but she was attracted at the moment, that's it. That maybe hurts the ego but it is not such a bad news.

Lover or husband?

Do you still think that you need to be the most interesting guy of the bar? The guy with the best techniques of seduction? The most handsome, the biggest, the richest or the one with the best work?

The problem it's that the best on the paper is not the one who wins at the game of the fast seduction. Being a good guy WILL HARM you, in reality. In fact, because you are so interesting on the paper, she will make you wait longer before giving up. At the same time, you will need to qualify yourself with the risk of losing the deal all the time. For others, those whom she does not envisage as potential boyfriends, she sees them as occasional lovers and behaves differently. It is exactly the effect we look for. And when we will have slept with her, we can intend to keep her if the complicity is there.

You have to become more aggressive and persevering. Be a more sexual guy. A guy who pushes the interactions always farther. A guy who proposes her sex deprived of any commitment, of everything re-bites, of any guilt. Be the pervert, the one who can satisfy her dirtiest fantasies with complete impunity. Has no evil there to do yourselves good between willing adults.

Does she really like me?

If you are convinced that a woman sleeps only with guys she likes, the objective of your physical escalation will be to see if she likes you or not! Nevertheless, the technique of the tactile progress is only a tool which serves to create attraction and to turn her on. For example, if you caress her hand and that she does not answer at once, you are going to interpret this lack of reciprocity like the fact that she does not want you.

And what happens if you try to kiss her and she turns the head? If you're looking for affection, it will frustrate you. You will find it very hard not to sulk. You will have no strength to persevere in this case. But when you will have understood that she does not need to appreciate you in order to suck you, you will chuckle simply, will maintain her eye contact and will try again. That's it, having balls.

The reason why the guys cannot ignore the resistance of a woman nor be persevering it is because they do not use the physical escalation in the right way. The physical escalation is a tool which serves to tempt her to fuck, not to discover to what extent she appreciates you. When a guy associates the reactions of a woman to a judgment, he is too much intimidated. Too sensitive. And he does shit. In other words, he makes all these errors which push away the women and tempt them not sucking your cock. When you wish that a woman sleeps with you, you persevere in your progress. It is the main ingredients of the recipe which will allow you to fuck in abundance without complicating things.
Do not misunderstand what follows: you can kiss her if that pleases you. And maybe that you don't care sleeping with her, that the simple fact of kissing her satisfies you. Except that it is the same principle which comes into play here: you feel validated so you can be satisfied with just kissing her. We will talk again about it later, but it is necessary to handle the kiss with precaution.

Of course you want that she likes you. And you have no doubt on the fact that she will love you even more, once naked and inside her. Women are landed by guys who represent big challenges and by the worst losers of the Earth and they are vulnerable in all the assaults of the male sex. This is why they try to make you have a hard time, to test you. To see what you are worth, if you are up to it (even if THEY do not deserve you, that's the thing which can be irritating). Know as well, that girls who are not of your social standing will not very feel at ease with you. They look for men of their level even a little better but not less good nor really better.

« Never show that you are impressed, that would lower your coast on the market. » Spread

The irony

It is cruel, but the women who really appreciate you, who like spending hours on the telephone and strolling with you do not want to have sex with you.

« I proposed her a date and she told me that she did not want because she doesn't sleep with her friends. She slept with two other guys since then, and she claims that it is unimportant because she does not want to be friends with them. It does not change anything for me, fuck, I am frustrated. » Sébastien
When you will attract a hot woman, you will be tested

« When a girl tells you that you will not sleep with her, without you asked for nothing, even before having tried anything, you are sure that you will sleep with her. » Spread

« Fuck, what are you looking at ? There is nothing for you here »

Why most of men (and women) hate confident people? Because they secretly want to be like them.

It is funny to see how the attractive girls feel offended when you take the initiatives. « How can you dare to be also confident. How can you dare maintaining my eye contact and hoping that I'm the first to look away ? You are not even feared of touching me … You are not tall, handsome nor rich, … You would do better to remain in friendly mode, buddy. Make some jokes PLEASE. Entertain me or disappear. Do not try your tricks of seduction on me. »

Fuck the social conventions

Don't be afraid of being sensual. Do not let the social pressure stop you. Let people talk. We don't give a damn.

Resist the desire to act like her (to be nasty or whatever). Be over that. It is just a mechanism of defense she has. So, stay cool, confident and humble. You have nothing to prove (nor the need to apologize). A big smile.

Adopting a confident posture, shouting your mouth and maintaining the eye contact of a woman, then getting closer to her… it's not only for handsome men. You don't have to be Johnny Depp to take the initiatives. Fuck Depp ! Everybody can do that. You have as much rights as the others…

You will be more tested than Johnny Depp

The women are going to try to frighten you, as if it was bad to be sensual and enterprising. They will test you. More than the other guys, especially if you are not really their type.

I have already told you that even if you are ugly and not specially cool, hum, the good news is that these women are attracted as well by you because you are a human being endowed with testicles (compatible with her womb).

It is because there is a sexual tension which exists between men and women and because by making some little gifts like maintaining her look, getting closer and not breaking the tension, well, the attraction increases naturally. In other words, nothing can stop you. You can just be confused by her tests.
When women are attracted by beautiful guys, the resistance is easier to deal with. When women feel attracted to a guy who is short or fat or not their type or not cool enough for her social circle or whatever, it is going to irritate her. She is thus going to force you into error, to tell you that you are strange or to politely suggests you to go to hell. But she feels attraction as well. This one is not just accepted. Frustration, when you hold us…

Do not stay at your place

The reason why you meet resistance is because you try to cross the invisible border between men and women. « How can you be also confident while you are ugly ? How do you dare trying to excite me, I am a model, screw you… »

They just want that you shut up your mouth and that you stay at your place. « Do not try to be promoted or someone will put you back in place chop-chop ». This resistance will always exist. In fact, it will be worse and worse. The resistance will always be a part of your life thus become used to handle it from today.

If it can help you feeling better, when you do things quite correctly : women (in spite of their tests) are attracted by you.

The guys like you are going to have to ignore the resistance more than the playboys. You cannot take every remark personally. Continue to smile, I know that it is difficult... But the sexual tension and the attraction don't depend directly on your appearance, rather on your confidence.

It is interesting to note that most of these beautiful guys who would obtain positive reactions with the opposite sex have not the balls to approach women like you do. You are better than them, that's it ! You are not passive. Attitude > Physical appearance
Don't be afraid of taking initiatives to make this attraction bear fruit

« I let my animal side take the control of me
I quench my drives, I feel attracted by flames » Orelsan

Practise the pushy attitude

The guys never practise enough the pushy attitude. They practise a lot the fact of being sociable, of opening sets but are not really sexual... If you want to be sensual, you have to risk to be strange. You have to take risks. In fact, we cannot always avoid the oddity when we try to pick up. So it's better to accept it from now. But, don't worry, the man who is strange « in the good way » is also the one who fucks the most.

Don't be afraid to be seen as « strange »

By using a sensual look, by looking at her lips while imagining kissing her and by speaking really slowly, you can put her in sexual trance. But the women are going to try to frighten you, to make you regret having dared trying to seduce them by treating you like if you were a weirdo. You will never be at the top if you always act with restraint because you are afraid of being tidied up in this category.

« Beurkkkkk » or « ohhhh <3 »

I say fuck social pressure. It stinks, that's it. It is just a test that women use to see your value. If they like you, you are sexy. If she does not appreciate you, or if she feels that you are not at her usual level, you are strange. But it can change at any second. You can make exactly the same thing on two girls, one will say that you are sexy, the other that you are disgusting. Which one is right ? None.

Understand that if a woman tells you « you are disgusting » when you keep silent and when you maintain her eye contact, it just means that she tries to break the tension because she is excited but it makes her feel guilty.

The fact of telling you that you are strange can also come from her need for not wanting to be thought of as a whore. She is interested, but is going to persuade herself that she is not. She can even tell to her friends that you harassed her and that it was freaking out, just to protect her social image.

You will often be sent to hell but it doesn't matter

Of course, you will try to be sensual but will be rejected sometimes. For example, You will maintain her eye contact and she will give you in reply a look making you understand that she finds you yucky. Then, she will turn around and not calculate you anymore. Ouch, it hurts. But there is nothing to worry about. It is not so different from a verbal rejection. It is even rather better, in fact. More honest ! And keep in mind that, one day or another, she probably fucked with a boy less cute than you...
I love to be strange. I love putting the pressure on the girls. Seeing the girls being surprised, turning red or becoming nervous is a lot of fun to me. I know that you are afraid of being labelled as a « weird guy » And this is the reason why you do not dare to escalate physically. Then you stay in sociable mode and waste your time.

But your biggest weapons in seduction are : the eye contact, coming closer and touching her. Attention : like the atom bomb, they involve quite a risk.

The true meanings of words

The guys have to overcome this fear. Beginning a conversation with strangers, is not « weird », being sensual and progress tactilely is not « disgusting » and pushing directly things on the sexual plan is not that « pervert ».

If you are sociable and if you begin conversations, women will test you by saying that it is strange to proceed like that. Or will give you that look of lousy sceptic that we all know. All the other guys have not enough balls to approach the women, but it is not strange… Pff. And we want to persuade us that it is better to do like them… ?

When you will be sensual, women will try to make you feel « dirty ».

When you will be sexually aggressive, women will test you by saying that you are perverse (like if it was a bad thing…) Most of the guys are afraid of the label of « pervert » because it makes people think to an old fossil who masturbates in a sexshop.

But it is not at all that, and you want to be « pervert » because you do not want to be asexual. Do not let the social pressure have so much influence on you as it has on these people stuck in their conditioning.
Don't be afraid of looking pervert because women are pervert too

« I am too gory for the general public
Anyway, I don't care about the Victoires de la Musique, I want the Hot d'Or » Orelsan

Just like you have to take the risk of seeming strange when things become sensual, you have to take the risk of becoming perverse when it's time to cross a speed.

« Oh my god, I wanted to masturbate several times yesterday evening » – Stéphanie
« I will have to find a cock or two now to do not be horny anymore » – Carole
« I was too excited during the date, I wetted the chair » – Alexandra

Lousy swine!

If she nicknames you « big pig » or treats you pervert or something, remember that it is a test. She does not want that you think she is easy. But which woman sound in body and mind does not like sex? Sometimes the girls make strange heads which seem to mean that the guy is perverse as soon as he speaks about sex and as soon as he begins to get closer to her. He does not want to disappoint her then he gives up. It's a pity for him.

She convinced him that the women do not like sex. She won … By what did she won by the way? Couldn't we say that she lost an opportunity of having fun? Some women have never been correctly fucked, then they do not know... It's your job to make them addict!

The truth is between her legs

Instead of being mad, use her resistance, and do not fall in her trap by becoming the wise guy and by talking about this and that. The best way to have sex with a woman who hesitates to fuck is to make her understand that « you know »… you understand that she faces a dilemma. Of course she likes fucking, but the social pressure, and the guys who fantasize over the purity, force her to claim that it is not the case (it is as well for that when we ask her, she does not say what she really expects from guys and that sleeping again with a guy with who she already fucked « doesn't count »). She even claims it since such a long time that she can have convinced herself that it is true. Moreover, her guys then tend to treat her like the little and fragile human being she likes to be thought of, then the sex is not terrible, as a result, necessarily she likes less and less that. Do not make jokes to justify, on the contrary, be nice and sincere.

Role-playing games

The role-playing is a fantastic tool to overcome the fear which have women to look easy. For example, if you make a game in which you are a dominant jerk who thinks only of the ass and that she is your subdued slave who must be punished … She can relax, release and appreciate all the more the session.
Sextos

« I am going to give you a lesson of sex »: another way to turn her on, it's the sexto. Women are stimulated by the written things and like receiving messages (even if you are sat down next to her). It is one of the advantages when we take her number very early in the evening.

The women, too, are perverts

Women love sex MORE than us. We already knew that women liked sex. Good for us. But did you already wonder TO WHAT EXTENT they were naughty? It is not enough to believe that women like sex as we do. The only way of approaching the reality is conceiving they like it more than us. It is unfortunate but we are not equal on this point.

Set one second to think about what you would really want to do in bed. Now tell it to a woman whom you have just met. For example, it can be that you would like that she kneels down and sucks you, or to finish in facial and to film the whole act. I am sure that you would never admit it to yourself otherwise then tell it to a woman to exteriorize it in a healthy way. With that said, I think that your prose will be rather mat compared with the fantasies of the girls.

The good news is that the devourers of apple are also perverse (in the best sense of the word) than us, if not more. Another good news is that the sexual aggressiveness of a man is often a fantasy for them.

What goes around, comes around

The women watch the package of the men quite how we watch their ass, their tits and their fork. They are maybe more discreet, that's all…

I shout in the injustice! How many women possess with impunity sex-toys in their intimate drawer? But if a guy has an inflatable doll or something then he is a pervert. It's funny, but the women do not want the whole man, they just want the cock. And WE are the perverts? Of course…

Don't be ashamed of your balls !!!!!!
Realize that, every day, you could meet a lot of new girls

"On one side, it is hard for a man to approach a woman like you,
But on the other side, is it your problem?" Hitch

Every time you avoid doing things you really want to do (because of the fear), doesn't matter if it is a little or a big thing, you fall in your own self-esteem.

Understanding the basis

Inventing excuses to avoid approaching women is a process which takes root well before the moment when you do not go speaking to the princess. In fact, you avoided approaching since you turned up in the bar. Most of people avoid (by ease) doing what they want to do, all day long. Every day. All year. All their life.

Per minutes

We have approximately 16 000 thoughts a day. Well, if we are awakened 16 hours a day that makes 10 000 «concrete» desires. How many doesn't come true for a reason or another? This kind of negative thoughts prevents us from acting.

Every minute is an opportunity to do something and stop avoiding. To stop being negative. To stop procrastinating. You can build yourself right now a positive momentum.

A night of typical loser

You are in the line to enter in a club. That does not move forward. What is the fucking problem? You avoid asking to the bouncer. You do not want to «bother him» so you shut up your mouth and wait wisely during 2 hours.

Finally, you come in. You would want to question the barmaid about cocktails. But you ask for nothing because you do not want to double the person in front of you.

In fact, you do not really want to drink alcohol but you are afraid of asking for a glass of water because you think that the waitress would laugh at you and would treat you of «pussy». Instead, you drink vodka.

This floozy did not apologize while she half spilled the glass on you, did not look at you in eyes and did not even smile. You leave all the same 1€ of tip because you wrote, in your head, a scenario according to which: If you do not leave a tip, she will repeat to all other members of the staff that you are a skinflint and you will be banished from this club FOREVER. Big dead.
Missed opportunities

The club is full. However, you spot a free seat. But you say to yourself that if you sit down there, a man built like a tank is certainly going to appear from nowhere and to bawl you above « this is my seat, go away little crap ».

OK, but it won't happen. Moreover, this sofa is a strategic place to see and be seen. But you do not sit down there because you don't dare.

Coming back to the bar, you hear two girls speaking about a subject which interests you enormously. But you do not introduce yourself: you give up getting new acquaintances and you prefer to whistle for your vodka at 10€ the glass, alone in the corner.

On the dancefloor: « Ohlala this girl is wonderful, moreover, just my type. Well, it's time to approach. Well, no, not now, I finish my drink first. »

You really need to work on yourself, right? It is essential to overcome your approach anxiety (and to set free yourself from the social pressure)…

The truth is that there are quite a lot of things you avoid doing, and it is true every day. In particular TALKING TO WOMEN as soon as you come into the bar.

All those little things

This lack of confidence and of momentum due to the avoidance of all these little gifts all day comes back haunting you at the fateful moment when you have to begin conversations.

Every time you avoid doing something that you really want to do, whatever, you are hurting yourself. You bash up your self-esteem, your pride.

But are you really at light years of a life where you could do « everything you want » (within the limits of the laws) and that it would go like clockwork?

I don't think so, I think that there is only a step which separates you from the excellence. The hardest part is to start…
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We don't give a damn if silly bitches reject us maliciously

« We don't choose to be white, black or Saracen
The important in this business is to show your business » Seth Gueko

Most of the guys think that they were good because they were not rejected… at least, not yet. It's in reality a bad thing. And they are in reality not good.

No matter the atmosphere

Being rejected early in the evening has to be your purpose. Before the first rejections, you will be tightened and shy. After, you will be freed and ready to achieve exploits.

Fail voluntarily

When I am rejected for the first time of the night, it irritates me. It drives me crazy. The anger rises in me … but it is not an anger against the women. The hatred is there because I have just realized that the rejections and the critics are a big joke, and that I cannot believe that I have been so afraid preventing me from doing what I wanted in my life until today …

Having realized that, nothing can more stop me. In other words, I need the first rake to put myself on rails and to enjoy a good night (and no, we do not make omelet without breaking eggs : there will always be rejections).

Women are funny

Yeah. A woman makes fun or you ? Rejects you ? Oooh, it's so funny. It is really of that you were afraid? Nevertheless, it is nothing… You will know that you will have become better when you will laugh at rakes and when you will be able to even close the mouth of the girls who answer maliciously. Remember that for some, going out and playing the silly bitch, it is funny. The best solution thus is to laugh at her face « thanks you, it was sooo fun ».

People who get angry easily and make scandals try to manipulate you emotionally. They hope intimidating you. I am sure that you know people like that. The best strategy is to take the completely opposite approach. They want that you perceive them as important, you see them just as an entertainment. Besides, this free-and-easy attitude seems to irritate them. When the girls get that they are not so important for you (individually, at least), that drives them crazy. Then, every girl reacts differently (some are less stupid than others).

Quite a lot of guys are afraid of the rejection

I like it. Some are even less good after having been rejected. I do ten times better. I am self-aware. I need be rejected to feel freed. Unchained. This is why I quickly need a social rejection and a physical rejection before being at the top.

Find your own style!
Learn how to put aside your prejudices

« It is the ignorance which blinds us and misleads us. Open eyes, ô miserable mortals! » Leonard De Vinci

Negative intuitions

You have sacred problems which limit your successes with women.

Your spirit thinks it can predict situations and guess the personality of people before having met them. Really, your instinct knows nothing, it is an idiot. Unless you try and on the condition that you go spoke to them, all the rest is intellectual masturbation.

Sterile intellectual masturbation

It is when you concern hasty judgments on people or situations. You think that, simply by looking at somebody, you can say if she is a silly bitch or somebody cool. You think you can predict the girls who are going to like you and those who are going to hate you. You say things like « it is obvious that they want to stay between girls this evening, I am not going to disturb them ». You are not an adventurer.

The kind of guys who says « there is nothing to do in this bar » or « all the girls here are in a relationship ». These people know nothing and miss a lot of good opportunities.

Silly bitches, lesbians and haughty girls

One night, I connected a group of girls who wore these enormous and colored strange glasses. I told them that my buddy did not want to speak to them because they had an haughty air. We eventually laughed about it and everything and they taught me that they had disguised for a birthday. They were in fact very interesting girls.

Another time, I saw a South American girl alone in a bar and my instinct influenced me « she must be lost ». I didn't talk to her. Twenty minutes later, all her attractive friends came in and I felt knackered.

Another time still, I thought of speaking to lesbians (because of how they were dressed) but it was in fact a team of I do not remember anymore which sport. By the way, those chicks were very cool (and heterosexuals) !
Do this exercise right now

The next time you will want to speak to a woman, take one second to write the excuse which prevents you from it.

For example: You see an attractive girl you would like to approach but your internal voice rationalizes « she looks like a silly bitch. » Now get up all the same and go speaking to her. Ohlala, she is American, her accent is so sweet and she is very nice. Interesting …

Be sure having written down these three things:
- what you wanted to do (going to talk to her);
- what prevented you from trying (she looked mean);
- what really happened (she is in fact very nice and suggested you coming to have a drink at her home, the same night).

Pay particularly attention on the gap between your initial thought and what really happened.

After a few days, you will notice that most of those that you thought of being « silly bitches » are in really very nice girls, on holidays. That this girl who seems going out with this big sturdy man has just met him in reality 5 minutes ago. That both girls who looked like wanting to stay between girls are very happy to speak to a guy.

I did this exercise: it is very very funny. You will sometimes be shocked, amazed, disturbed to see how you can be at light years of the truth. Every time you imagine something about somebody you did not meet, it is only an irrelevant fantasy. And even if you were right, even if she is really a big floozy, at least you can say: « I knew it ».

The intellectual masturbation prevents you from meeting new girls. Besides, your spirit is conditioned to build a bad image of people even before approaching them. No, you cannot predict the character of a person in the twinkling of an eye.

You should try your luck (and her luck) and discover it by yourself.

« Winners find ways, losers find excuses … » Franklin D. Roosevelt
Do not waste your time with not really interested girls

« All those who succeed learn that the success is on the other side of the frustration. »

Anthony Robbins

The watch

The biggest obstacles, in seduction, are not her friends nor the AMOG, but the time itself.

Most of the guys go out from 10 pm till 2 am. In other words, they have 240 minutes in front of them. But in reality, you always have less time than you think. When you realize that you need 30 minutes to warm you, you understand that « time is doggystyle ». The average guy meets only two receptive sets by night, then do not waste your time with girls without interest.

Quickly work. Quickly progress. Make her invest in you before investing in her. For example, sometimes I ask to a girl exchanging our numbers even before intending to tell her what I'm doing for a living. PROFITABILITY !

Tic toc

The most common waste of time, it's the first receptive girl of the evening. Indeed, after some lousy reactions, the first opened women are like blessed bread. You can thus easily lose 2 hours with them.

If you begin hardly to warm up socially, this group in particular will fall really well. The problem is that you are not yet warm enough to dare progressing physically (not enough practiced tonight) Then you do not act rather quickly and let the window of action close.

They think that you are funny but are not sexually attracted.

The price to be paid

You cannot either progress more or leave. It is thus a waste of time; and more you will stay more leaving will be delicate. Having invested time, you really hope something in return… then you remain here like a loser! To reassure you, you say to yourself that there is always a chance that she is a little bit attracted.

Then, you also say to yourself that it is all the same nice to stay with two cute girls even if we do not fuck them, easier in any case than leaving in search of a new scamp to whom giving a series of 6 orgasms in a row. But, in reality, it is always the same problem : you do not show your balls ! For your own good, like for the good of the women who will have a story with you : do it ! YOU write the story.
Meet new people

The only way of getting out of this trap, is to introduce yourself to all the girls who approach us WHILE we still are with the cuties. It is a good opportunity to meet new women because they see you with two beauties (principle of preselection).

Or then you can use both figureheads as a base where you get fresh supplies and leaving in search of a better option. The purpose here is not making the others jealous, but if they become jealous then it is so much better. It is important to be seen with these girls but let's keep in mind that we do not owe them anything : You are a funny and interesting guy who can speak to whoever !

If they say « you are a womanizer », it doesn't mean that they are suddenly interested. You did not stimulate their interest but simply titillate their ego by removing them your attention.

If you cannot leave then try at least to meet new people. The worst thing in the life is being bored and wasting time. And don't worry if they think you are impolite when you disappear like a thief.

We don't give a damn, after all, remember simply that they made you waste your time. And then, if for them it was better going back home alone rather than coming back with a stallion which would have made them rise to curtains : it is too bad for them! You cannot get them to listen to reason but you can know in your strong inside that it is them who lose the most.

It is not their fault, it's yours

It is not the fault of the girls if you waste your time. It is your fault if you neither progress physically nor leave. You meanly used them as excuses to don't have to move your ass, excuses to stay in your comfort zone and not approach new girls whereas they used you to protect themselves from the other oafs of the bar.

The worst feeling it is when, two hours later, the group of girls abandons you « Well we leave, we are going to another bar, good bye ». Duuuh!
Do not hesitate to leave them when they bore you

« The small events affect the small spirits. » Benjamin Disraeli

Halfway

I have a friend who does not approach women. He is handsome and cool but hopes that the will girls come to him as mosquitoes attracted by the light. So, if they approach him, they will have made all the work and will desperately be attracted by him because will have invested a max. It bogs down him in long relations where he is the prize.

The only problem is that he is too passive. He can stay for a long time without meeting anybody even by going out twice a week. He can spend months before he finds a new friend.

Other guys are the opposite. They approach all which moves no matter how by hoping a positive answer. Even if they have to undergo violent rejections and speak during hours to women without interest, they stay. This attitude fucks your confidence on the long term and can re-spin you the phobia of beginning conversations.

The compromise it is to select quickly women but to only invest time for those who are enthusiastic in the idea that you contact them. Those who smile, laugh and feed the conversation. If you do not obtain a positive reaction at once, leave. It is not an excuse to do anything, approach in the best possible way, put the odds in your favor but invest time only for those who understand the luck they have that you approach them.

Simply leaving

A way of avoiding the scandals, of protecting your confidence and of maximizing your results by socializing, is to limit the time lost with madwomen, idiots and miserable. Do not dedicate them one second more than they deserve. You can do it only if you adduce to leave the conversation on a low note.

It means that you do not look for the perfect exit. You can simply leave. Even if that can look strange. Just like you came, you leave.

You are in control

I think that most of the guys do not approach enough women because they think that when the conversation is started, they have to stay and make it work with the girl. They feel booby-trapped.

It is obvious that if we see things like that and if we undergo the pick up more than we live it, approaching can become a real ordeal.
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Approach two women

At the beginning, they are very polite then face each other and speak together, ignoring you totally. They are clearly not interested but you stay there hoping to be included in the conversation to be able to say « it was nice meeting you » to leave on a high note. But why waiting like an idiot? Smile and leave, on a low note or not, we don't give a damn. In the worst case, you can always come back later, when a model will be at your arm.

You begin a conversation with a sexy woman on your right. She is cute but sarcastic and not at all playful. She makes fun of your pink shirt. Then, she incites you to hate by contradicting you on a whole lot of stupid subjects. You clearly do not like her personality so why staying with her? Turn heels and ignore her, she will be really surprised. These girls were not enough put back in place by guys. Or, were too much and take revenge. In any case, they have a problem to act this way… We can even say that they overcompensate! Their nasty attitude sends back to their own problems.

« When you approach a sausage: she thinks generally that you make fun of her, that you are too a coward to try to pick up a better one, where from aggressive reactions. And because her girl's dream it is to be able to say no one day too, believe me that she do not lose the opportunity. Beautiful women are more pleasant to to pick up , but also easier to bang and in case of failure it is less humiliating. » Confession of a PUA

The hand in the bag

You see a woman whom you want to approach... but you hesitate. Two seconds later, you realize that she is with a guy, maybe her boyfriend. You think « thanks God, fortunately I waited, that would have been strange being in front of her boyfriend ». It is a bad attitude.

First of all, if you begin a conversation with a woman and if a man joins you, you do not have to feel sick. It is natural for a man to approach women. The guys make generally a weird head… like if they were caught red-handed (but they did not commit crime). In fact, stay calm and continue. That could seem strange to the little couple, but not to you.

If the guy is aggressive, it is because he has no self-control, nor enough confidence and perceives you as a threat. If somebody has to be under pressure, you prefer whether it is you or the other people?

When you go out, and you act in a sociable way, you do not need to try to save face. You do not try to have the last word. You don't give a damn leaving on a positive note.

And moreover if you are not afraid of the oddity, you do not even need to leave, let people grow tired and leave then take their place.
If the girl to whom you speak is a silly bitch, or if the interaction is not enough productive, leave without further ado. Show your personality, shit!
The 5 phases of a relation

"I love you, suck my dick for Valentine's Day" Orelsan

Having questioned quite a lot of couples about their breaks, I identified an unchanging process, in 5 phases. The conclusion: if your priority is not maintaining a strong sexual attraction, then it will be your fault if your couple takes in water.

The sexual relation

Any relation « really » begins with an enthusiast fuck. With the mutual sexual attraction (a lot of sex). If you do not penetrate a girl, she is not really your girlfriend. Kissing or holding her hand, it's no big deal.

The emotional relation

After a while, the sexual interest decreases inevitably a little and you fall in the affection. For example : you are sitting next to her in the sofa of the lounge watching a movie instead of taking her on the coffee table, you give her cute nicknames instead of asking her if she likes your cock, you hold her hand and talk to her for hours instead of pushing her against a wall and kissing her tits.

The affection is a good thing but it is the way it affects your relation which is bad : it decreases the sexual tension. Yet, if you do not maintain a high level of attraction between both of you, and if you are taken for granted, you're dead. From « enthusiastic fuck », you can fall in « pure affection » in a few months. All this seems magnificent but if you do not make efforts to maintain a sexual tension in your couple, you direct it in a wrong direction.

The relation based on purity

Because of the routine, of your comfort and everything, you are not really attracted any more the one by the other. Seeing her naked in the bathroom does not make you be hard any more. In fact, you prefer connecting on a site to masturbate in secret rather than fucking her. In the bedroom, she talks about her colleagues instead of drinking your sperm and singing in yoghurt.

Paradoxically, in spite of the lack of quality sex, there is a thing which interests you : her purity. In other words, you do not want that she has sex with another one, even if YOU do not fuck her anymore. You always want to know where she goes and with whom. You defend her purity, YOUR illusion of purity.

In fact, you do not want that a guy ruins the memories of the story you had with this woman by fucking her in his turn. In spite of your lack of interest for her, you feel loved because she sleeps with nobody else. You are not absolutely ready to overcome your illusion of purity. From fits of jealousy to fits of jealousy, your relation is threatened. None of you is happy. And she sleeps with another one (the term « cuckold » is used only if she gets pregnant).
With that said, it's not the fault of the other guys if she deceives you. It is because the sex with you doesn't satisfy her anymore. It's your fault, but she can adore you anyway, it is just that in the bed, it is no more too much that … You became in a way her buddy …

The relation which causes too many problems

One day, you get up and you do not give a shit of her purity anymore. She could fuck your best friend under your eyes, that would not even irritate you. She doesn't give a damn also that you have a relation with this « whore of the accounting ». It is now too late to save your couple. The only reason why you are still together it is because you find that it is too difficult to leave her.

You avoid breaking because you are afraid of her typically feminine reaction : tears, shouts, hysteria, etc. You think that she would be so sad that she could even commit suicide. Indeed, the women need more time than us to put back their business in order and to turn over a new leaf. And then, there is a house, children, lawyers, common account and also, AND what would say your families and your friends? WE DON'T CARE !!!

« What, I am going to have to begin again to pick up ? No, I cannot do that. I prefer staying in my glass prison rather than being really free but having to make daily efforts. I am weak … »

The end of the relation

Your feelings dominate you. Anxiety and depression alert you that you should not continue anymore too long in this way. No matter how much it will be difficult or how much it will cost you, you have to get out of this lousy trap.

Never forget that the affection has to be the product of a sexually intense relation... If you think that her affection is acquired for ever and that you can rest on your experiences, it is at your own risk. You are warned! The attraction can be short-lived, it is a selfish whore who has sex and leaves without saying good bye.
A full of love lifestyle

« After a one night stand, I always pick up the phone, this way I stay in the game. I think in the long term. »

Spread

Every woman will blackmail you some day

A woman has two secret weapons to charm men and urge them to make a commitment. Her purity and a subtle threat making you understand that if you do not comply with her expectations, you will be replaced by somebody who will. Thus, even if she does not succeed in holding you with her « purity », she will hold you with blackmail.

The purity

The marriage is an arrangement: the men obtain the sexual exclusivity, the women the commitment of the spouse.

The men just try to feel loved and say to themselves that « if she only sleeps with me it is because she loves me. SHE IS MINE. » The purity of a woman must thus be protected at all costs. And the best way of guaranteeing this purity, is getting married (even if you will always want to sleep with other women) or being in a serious relationship (knowing that it is more ridiculous to do so when you are 16 or when you know she is not the love of your life).

Men eventually exchange their freedom for the purity of the women. Why this need for feeling loved ? Why is it so important for them?

Because most of the guys cannot accept the feminine affection coming from a woman who sleeps with another one. That feels reluctant at them. It is doubtless registered in our genetic code, and shows itself through the thorny paradox of the « puritanical whore ».

This feeling becomes intensified when you are profoundly in love or during the honeymoon. Themen in this state of blindness will agree to do anything, even getting married to prevent her from sucking the cock of another one. Of course, they won't admit it in these terms.

The guys get married only because they want something : and it is not sex, it is affection coming from a pure source.

Even rock stars and celebrities eventually get married (they can nevertheless have the women whom they want but cannot enjoy an affection coming from a pure source with the groupies). The marriage thus guarantees to the man something more precious that the sex : it is affection coming from a faithful, stable and pure source… a real drug. The men thus do not make a commitment for the sex but for the affection.
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Her biological clock

The guys also get married because they realize that if they do not respect the biological clock of the woman, they can be easily replaced by another one. The women do not threaten you explicitly, but what will happen if you do not follow their clock is obvious.

Sorry, but the women do not really love us. They just like being with guys who want the same thing than them : house and children.

They can call it love if that pleases them but the word « love » can mean many different things for a woman. This revelation is terrible.

That she gets married with you do not mean that you are the one she loves the most. The women do not get married to the guy whom they prefer. They marry the best of the league of those who are willing to comply with her deadlines. The guy who she loves the most and on whom she sometimes fantasizes even at night in the marriage bed, is doubtless a sexy adventurer who refuses to make a commitment.

The alternative to the marriage

If you want to be happy, instead of drawing your affection from a single woman, you need to have several women in your life. It is easy to fuck a lot but finding stable and affectionate women giving you affection, it is really difficult. But you need them.

The variety of the affection

Roughly speaking, we have two needs : sex and affection. Our sexual needs require a variety in the partners, whereas a single source of affection can be enough for us. We thus understand why a guy is going to get married and to deceive his wife with girls to whom he grants no importance.

First of all, these guys have to admit that they need feminine affection in their life. You can increase your emotional income by diversifying the women who give you some affection. A woman cannot give you ALL the affection you need. Then, take the second girlfriend or make numerous friends, keep your niece, accommodate your sister, the sister of a friend, etc. The affection and the feminine energy are not age-related. From girls to the grandmothers, every woman possesses this special energy which makes a man feels good.

The problem affection/purity

Then, you are going to come up against this problem. Because by not making a commitment with A SINGLE woman, you will have some affection coming from women who sleep with other men.

Sorry guys, but it is the truth about this lifestyle. Are you still in ? It is hard but you will have to make with all the problems connected to the paradox of the « puritanical whore ». Especially if you refuse the marriage and see frequently several women …
You will maybe never have a source of pure affection but at least you will always have your freedom.

A life spent meeting women

Thirdly, you're going to ceaselessly have to meet new quality women. No madwomen in lack of affection (if you are linked with an unstable girl she will poison your existence).

Nevertheless, none of these women will stay with you forever because they will go ahead until they find a man ready to make a commitment. You will like them all the same, these girls, then it will hurt you. Be prepared there.

These quality girls must be replaced years after years. Your work will never be finished.

The lifestyle of love

Fourthly and more important : you have to enjoy a lifestyle turned to love.

It means simply that you have to diversify sources giving you this feeling of being loved. It is what women do, even apart from their relations. Look for sources of love except the women.

Build many social relationships, which is easier today than before. Spend time with your family, do voluntary work, adopt a cat, make a child, be a good friend, practice your hobbies, your passions, etc.

Build full of small social relationships rather than a single strong relation for your entire life. Thanks to them, even if you do not get married, you will never be really alone.
I. The best mindset to manage your relations with the opposite sex

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Be careful not to go out with emotional abysses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

« I prefer a beer which makes me piss than a woman who pisses me off » Seth Gueko

The affection

I have a question : « If a woman does not love herself, how can she love you one day? »

We need affection, but we cannot let whoever give it to us. Some « emotional abysses» exist. Most of the problems met by men during their relations could be resolved if they did not try to obtain affection from women who are not for them. These girls, emotionally ravaged or unstable by nature, cannot give you the type of affection you need.

PS = The reason why they are unstable, we don't give a damn. You are not her shrink.
PS 2 = Don't be this kind of man who comes to love a girl just because she does not like him. It is unhealthy.

Constructive challenge

Do not confuse « girl who do not love herself » with « girl who do not love you ». The first one would be a counterproductive challenge. You look for a woman who takes care of her, who has a spread life, many purposes, ambition, projects, tons of friends and an excellent family (not exhaustive list…)

This kind of women can be difficult to keep, but at least if one day she loves you, she will really love you. They thus represent a « constructive » challenge. She is worth it.

Monsters in the male

Creating dramas reveals a lack of respect for you and is also the sign that the girl in question has not much self-esteem. But, it is sad to say that but some guys like supporting fits of jealousy, scandals and madwomen …

Fuck ! Do not waste your time giving advice to these poor guys. They encourage the bullshit of these girls. I am sure that they do not even want to be helped, in fact. They feel good in their poverty. They don't want to be really happy… FUCK THEM !
Having sex, it's easy

On the other hand, a quality woman who loves you, it is hard to find. A woman who would not put you under pressure, and whose internal clock would neither be late nor anything, etc.

The women adventuresses, and who do not generally put you under stress, are awesome. Unfortunately, certain guys interpret their lack of investment in the relation as a challenge and try too much to possess her then put her under a big pressure… and eventually lose her.

A like Affection

I had a very strong sexual connection with dozens of women, like that, just for fun. But I was honest enough to admit that the type of affection I looked for : they could not give it to me.

You can obtain affection from an « emotional abyss », but you will never have THE type of affection you look for, the one you really need. Yet, even if the sexual complicity is powerful, the affection is what welds the couples.

Something else: you cannot change a girl. The boring women will remain boring. It is rare that they agree to question themselves for a guy… and then even if she wanted that would need a lot of efforts to develop her personality in the right direction. She's a total pain in the ass. What you see the bad days is thus probably what you will daily enjoy, eventually.

He doesn't give a damn of you

Some women are attracted by the guys who treat them badly, because they know that they are shit. They love people who do not like them (because they do not like themselves).

The good boy who appreciates them sincerely is necessarily a loser in their eyes whereas the guy who treats them like shit is attractive. INDEED, HE UNDERSTOOD EVERYTHING! Pff. The feminine logic, it is really something… !

PS 3 = I even met poor girls who downright admitted being attracted by the mediocrity (diverse reasons can lead to that, it depends on the story of each woman but in any case, it makes us think…)
It always ends badly

« The man is not the work of circumstances, circumstances are the work of the man. » Benjamin Disraeli

It ends always badly. Watch out, I say it in a positive way, make no mistake about it. I give some explanation.

Most of the guys are afraid of taking too many initiatives because they content themselves with small successes. They want to be able to rethink about the interaction and keep a good taste in the mouth.

The ego stinks

« A handjob would really please me but I am too afraid of being hurt in my ego if I ask you and you refuse. »

You know very well my point of view. Make her say no. Squeeze her like a lemon. My creed « blow me or blow me out but let's not stay in the inactivity ». The problem is that you do not most of the time really try to be sucked nor offended. It makes you happy to be there, smiling and listening her laughing at your jokes. It makes you feel good. You want to leave with the head up then you do not push the things at the max.

It is cool to hang out with a girl and to make her smile blissfully. Most of the guys content themselves with that. They prefer the soft and platonic company of a woman to a fast physical progress because this latter presents the risk of brutally breaking the interaction.

The same thing can happen when you mutually caress your hands. The caress of hands is so pleasant that you forget to push things in a more sexual way. But the problem is that this feeling of well-being does not last. And it does not last because she will leave you as soon as she will have met a guy with who she will have a more sexual connection. Yet, what's the point ? Talking to her during 10 hours or penetrating her during 30mn ?

Day game

A guy strikes up a conversation with a cute girl in the street. They walk together up to a small bar. They exchange their names and flirt a little. That goes well. He would like to suggest her having a coffee but he freaks out then does nothing. Later during the day he wonders what she would have answered if he had invited her. Shit. She was really hot. However, in spite of his regrets, he is satisfied all the same, he gets a certain shape of satisfaction. The memory of this interaction will remain pleasant : He approached successfully in the street and gave a smile to an attractive girl … Good.

The truth is that he did not try to have more because he was afraid that the interaction ends badly. He did not want that his last memory is a pitiful rejection.

« Let's drink a coffee.
- Sorry I gotta go somewhere with someone in order to do something. Bye. »
Now, he sees things differently. He was clearly rejected. The interaction was a failure since the beginning but he had not noticed it (isn't it better to know it since the beginning ? To postpone is a bullshit especially if you maintain the secret hope to see again her in a few years by chance to take FINALLY your luck …) Do you recognize yourself in these extremes :
- Taking a lot of numbers but never calling back ? ;
- Flirting with women all the time but never proposing them something concrete because you are afraid that they say no ? ;
- Making girls laugh but never trying a physical escalation because you are too much afraid of being rejected ?

How does it end ?

The passive interactions end often as follows : she ignores your SMS or pass you the buck (bucks are like endives: that should not exist because it has no interest but it exists then needs to deal with). Or then you had a strong connection but because you have never pushed things sexually, it is the shit and you got stuck in the mud in a very strange relation. Sometimes, you will feel the desire to ignore her or to tell her that you do not want to fuck her. It is called FRUSTRATION.

No matter who ends the relation, it will always finish badly. You will break up, sooner or later. Unless if SHE is the woman of your life.

Good for the ego

The guys want that it ends well to have a short history to tell to their friends « How I took the number of a cutie in the street or simply flirted with her but it is still really good in my opinion ». It is just a question of ego. They do not escalate tactiley because they are not sure that it will work. But realize that, in any case, it will always finish badly. Every time (that you fucked her before or not). All the groups you will approach, all the numbers you will take, all the girls you will fuck, all your sexfriends, your girlfriends, etc. it will always end in a bad way (unless if you find THE girl (and still …)). That's it, the thing which pisses off. Be prepared there! Life hurts …

« My grandfather has humidity on every pupil
Because he knows the cruelty of being a member of the human race » Orelsan

But even if it always finishes badly, you will always guard a recording of the funny part in your mental hard disk. You will fill up with positive experience. And nobody will never be able to take it from you. Even if tomorrow there is a nuclear war, you will always have the memory of this naked girl kissing your abs. The pickup, it is little bit like an investment… A journey which we would take and from which we would come back at home, in the square one, but the testicles extremely empty and the head filled with magnificent hilly landscapes.

But, first of all, it is necessary to succeed in approaching… and, good news, it is the object of the next part of the book !
SECOND PART

WHY AND HOW

YOU CAN EASILY
APPROACH GIRLS

IN ORDER TO

MAKE YOUR PARTIES
PROFITABLE
We don't care about being rejected, we just want to try

« The luck arrives when we are ready to take the opportunity. » Unknown

HERE IS THE LIST (NOT EXHAUSTIVE) OF THE CONTENT OF THIS MANUAL

- a complete briefing on the mindset you need to adopt with women to succeed without complicating things (otherwise they will drive you crazy);
- how and why you can set yourself free from the feeling of jealousy;
- all the truth (which hurts preconceived ideas) finally revealed about gender relations with a focus on what the community of the seduction and the women's magazines hide;
- a vision of the pick up aiming towards time-saving, pragmatism and profitability;
- an inflexible analysis of the love relationships, and a program of maintenance to prolong your relation of couple;
- a strategy to disinhibit and to approach women easily (and effectively);
- a method to create a powerful sexual energy between a girl and you;
- why women always try to force into error you and how to succeed in enduring this latent sexual tension;
- a focus on why the fast and natural seduction can dry out you of the porn;
- my opinion on the misdeeds of kissing girls in bars or clubs rather than at your place;
- how to really turn on women, act quickly and win against their last-minute resistances;
- why the statistics will always be a part of the game of seduction even if the gurus of the pick up have too much ego to admit it;
- my secrets to eradicate the one itis and to set you free from any social pressure.

You want the rest ? Read the book (190 pages) here =>
http://www.diaryfrenchpua.com/theinconvenienttruthaboutthegenderrelations.html

See you soon : Check out my articles and my other ebooks on my blog...
http://www.diaryfrenchpua.com